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About This Game

Preventive Strike is a dynamic arcade scroll-shooter created by a single developer. You control an overpowered attack
helicopter with the objective to drive the enemy out of your land and make your way to the enemy base and eliminate the threat.

They don't know what's coming, but neither do you!

The game has an isometric view on the level, which stands out from the typical for this genre top-down or side view and adds
some depth to the environment. The graphics are simple yet eye-catching, with lots of stuff happening on screen. There's no

room for boredom.

Key features include most of what you'd expect to see in an arcade shooter: fluid controls, a variety of enemies, power-ups,
changing environments, player progression, score, etc.
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Title: Preventive Strike
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
TocanaDev
Publisher:
TocanaDev
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2.33Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 8800GT 512 MB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio or better

English
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Since no one actually reviewed this Costume...

I'll be the first...

And even though it's the Superior Spiderman's Costume...

It's a very good one, love all the colors in it, but my fave was the final Color, the Gold one...

The Gold one was suppose to be considered to be called the Iron Spider, ^_-

As it's the one given to Peter by Tony Stark durring the Civil War Arc., that sadly never

made it, into the movies, o_@

I forgot if it was in Infinity War, but I do remember Peter getting a new Suit by I think Tony Stark

in that movie, I just can't remember if it was this one, or not, o_@. Graphics of 90's, bleak artwork, hint system virtually useless.
Can't scale\/crop for wide screen. Was it really designed in 2011?. good for kids. A short game in which you're sent to repair a
clock tower, and end up having to help the family that lives there. Featuring inventory puzzles which, I think, have just the right
amount of challenge to them. Not a bad way to spend a buck, all in all. For more info, I invite you to check out my mini-review
here (review starts at timecode 12:08): https://youtu.be/VpmPi2SIP_Y

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays, be sure to check out Gemini Does Games on YouTube, Twitch, and Patreon!.
Locomotion could use some work but this game looks promising.. I've been playing Eschalon for the good part of an year. It's
one of those "actual" CRPGs where mechanics actually did require you to think and invest time in proper attributes and
playstyles, not expecting any handholding like kids get in teen/console rpgs these days. Now, I just finished the main story and
felt the same as when I put a good book down after reading its last word.
Loved the music, the engine and exploration, above all. I still don't have Book II, but sure as hell it's on my wishlist now.
This game comes from before the current golden age of CRPGs and was one of the few that brought me back hope to the niche
market of classic-styled, thought-out, pen-n-paper inspired role playing games, along with the Spiderweb Games and Knights of
the Chalice.

Estive jogando Eschalon por quase um ano. É um daqueles CRPGs "reais" onde a mecânica e regras realmente te forçam a
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pensar e investir tempo em atributos adequados e no seu estilo de jogo, sem segurar sua mão como a criançada espera dos RPGs
de adolescentes / consoles de hoje. Agora, acabei de terminar a história principal e foi uma sensação semelhante à de por de
lado um bom livro depois de ler a sua última palavra.
Adorei a música, a engine e acima de tudo, a exploração. Eu ainda não tenho o Book II, mas com certeza está na minha lista
agora.
Este jogo vem de antes da atual "era de ouro" dos CRPGs e foi um dos poucos que me trouxe de volta a esperança para o jogos
mais regrados no estilo RPG de mesa clássico , juntamente com os jogos da Spiderweb e o Knights of the Chalice.. I think its
worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.
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This game has a lot of potential and is a lot of fun expecially with a few mates still needs a bit of work put into it but has been
an enjoyable experience so far.. Bought the game the day or so it came out, but only finally found the time to play it very
recently. Fantastic characters and humor that actually was some of the best I have ever seen in a game. Great job Crankage, I
will totally try out whatever else you make.. some♥♥♥♥♥. The story was absolutely terrific; I have experienced nothing better
in my life.

The art style is quite exquisite and I am honestly impressed by the amount of skill involved.

The storyboarding out of this world and I truly do love the pacing and flow of the story.

It maintained a humorous outlook on all things, while still keeping it serious and engaging enough as to not make me bored.

Score: 10/10. I mistakenly believed the Steam tags when this game was called a "simulation". It is not, in fact, a simulation
game. It is very casual, and is more a button masher than a simluation.

As a kid who grew up in the 80's and the heyday of arcades, I always wanted to own an arcade. Being able to pick the games you
place, the atmosphere, decorum, ticket prizes, food\/beer selection, advertising and promoting it, being able to throw private
parties at one...these are all exciting and intruiging ideas to me. I would quite enjoy the ability to make a custom arcade and to
see how well it could actually do based on these choices.

Unfortunately, this game only scratches the sruface of those ideas. You do not serve food\/drinks, you have an extremely limited
number of games you can purchase, and the decoum is nice looking, but limited. "Maintenance" on a machine involves picking
the machine up and hammering the button several times until it starts to work again. You do not build an arcade, you have a pre-
defined space with limited choices on what you can do. Want a huge two-story mega-arcade? Can't happen. The layout of the
arcade is the same for every game, so the replay value is extremely low.

On top of the lack of building options, there isn't really much of a simulation happening here. What you see on the screen is not
what is occuring behind the scenes, and machines will generate money all day, even when no one is playing. There seems to be
little strategy involved other than "get the best machines in different genres" and you win.

Overall I was pretty disappointed, and hope one day we can in fact get an arcade simulator. Unfortunately, this is not it.. RNG
Clicker game. It's just based on luck though. Nothing worth playing for 99 cents, with a coupon or not. There's free mobile
games that has more gameplay then this. Garbage.. I played 22 min, that was enough to say "No"

very clunky, controls suck. console port.

no intro into how the game works, some of the key features. the tutorial they have is read only, which i could do from the

options menu, but also its only got the controls as if i was playing it on console, not PC.

the game feels way too basic. not worth the sale price even.. Amazing game. xD
10/10. :P. I recommend it because it has constant updates, different from other dlcs

Hotfix 1.03:
PATCH NOTES:

 When assigning more than 1 character to the same camp station, the natural resources will now only decrease
once instead of once per character.

 Fixed some cases where one could get stuck when interacting with the Peculiar Weighting Apparatus

 Fixed the achievement Shepherd sometimes being unlocked without having the 5 sheeps.

. French and German subtitles:
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You've asked - we are more than happy to provide!

Today Darkestville Castle finally got French and German localization. Cid continues to conquer the world!

 Share the EVILness with your friends - show them  Darkestville Castle website[darkestville-castle.buka.ru]!

 Subscribe to our twitter not to miss some exiting news about Darkestville Castle that we're going to announce soon -  Buka
Entertainment twitter!

. DEMO UPDATE Patch Note [1.3]:
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Thanks to the more than 2500 gamers around the world that played the demo. Thanks to all the feedback you have sent us we
are glad to update the demo version with new features and some minor bugs fixed.

Faster abacus interaction
Piano keyboard now complete
Translations
Better performance.

More updates coming soon. Stay tuned!. CHUCHEL Posters In Stock!:

Great news for all Chuchelheads - a set of 4 posters is now available in our merch store[merch.amanita-design.net]!   

They're delivered in a cardboard tube without being folded or anything. Frameable. Pretty. Cool.. Boring Man v1.2.2.3 is now
available:
Fixed/Changed

- Fixed screen shake being enabled while in dedicated server mode
- Optimized some visual effects to better performance
- Moved gun firing/attacking packets to the UDP protocol
- Fixed the Unlocks button blinking when you don’t have a ticket
- Fixed some typos under Lore

FYI Here is the documentation on the admin port. It's super boring and complicated and isn't really relevant to the average
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player/server owner. It's for programmers/developers looking to make an admin tool or something.

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=494355082. Update 0.94 released: LIV integration & tracker guns:
- LIV mixted reality Integration.
- Add total compatibility with SteamVR imputs: Say hello to weapons with trackers like pp-gun.
- Other minor bug fixes and improvements.
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